Boisson Discusses Upcoming Year

By ERIC KUN

Daycare, the University Student Senate and student needs are some of the concerns Daycare Student Government president Ainsley Boisson wants to tackle this upcoming year. One of the main problems Boisson wants to solve is the communications gap between students and government.

One idea to improve communications will be a student questionnaire, "an idea proposed by the dean of students. The questionnaire would be mailed to each student," Boisson explained, but added that a committee, consisting of people from the DSSG and Dean of Students office, has to be created to formulate the questionnaire. It would be designed to analyze student needs. Boisson also mentioned having a column in The Ticker, "to let them (the students) know what we're doing and to get them involved."

The question of daycare at Baruch has recently become an important issue. The daycare needs of students would be included in the questionnaire. Boisson said that in order for Baruch to have daycare, they "need evidence that would come from the questionnaire," determining how many students have children who would use daycare facilities.

Boisson also wants Baruch to be more involved with the University Student Senate. "In the last few years, Baruch hasn't been active with the USS. I want Baruch to take a more active role with the USS," Boisson stated. The USS is a student lobby group representing all the City University of New York colleges. The USS can organize other CUNY schools to get joint action on a project a particular school might want. Boisson explained that the USS is "another means of expanding communication with other CUNYs."

The budget expenditures for the Students' Voice for Over 55 Years

By ROBYN ELLEN HENZEL

A tuition increase of $1500 a year will be levied on foreign and out of state students as of Spring 1988. The decision was approved by the City University of New York's Board of Trustees.

Douglas Henderson, director of Special Projects for the Office of University Relations, said, "It was necessary in the summer, but as soon as we received word of the State's intention, we acted upon it as soon as possible so that the nonresident student will have as much time as possible to get their affairs in order... So, thus they have at least a full semester's notice before they have to start paying the increase in tuition and in many of the cases, that means having to go back to their governments."

The increase itself was suggested to the CUNY Board by the State. The State was specific in its suggestion as to the amount of the increase and as to which students would be affected.

"We had no choice in increasing the non-resident tuition," explained Henderson, and added "If we hadn't, we would have been hit with an even bigger cut. The State recommended that it come out of non-resident tuition. If not, we would have had to make up the money some other way. We would have had to make up an even larger amount if we had not gone along with their suggestion."

The sudden nature of the decision, and its timing, concerns Ainsley Boisson, president of the Day Session Student Government. "The way in which the increase was passed, everything was done during the summer. The student leaders were not notified ahead of time of a public hearing, which the CUNY Board of Trustees usually has before they pass a decision like that. Enough notice was not given about the hearing," Boisson stated. Steven Goldberg, who runs the Foreign Students' Office, said, "It was just done very quickly because I guess there is a shortfall in the summer, the governor's budget and they had to make an increase in someone's tuition -- they chose non-resident's tuition and I do not think that people realize the impact on international students."

Boisson agrees. "As far as the increase goes, I think it's a bit too drastic and unfair. Sure, the CUNY budget has been cut in a lot of ways, but what happened is that this is an election year, and in order to play safe, they chose a group of foreign students or non-residents who do not have voting power and decided to put the entire burden on them. I think that other American students should have been considered," he stated.

The range of students affected at Baruch is considerable. Estimates range from 10 to 11 percent of the student body. "I'm known as Baruch, there are between 1200 to 1400 international students that will be affected," Goldberg stated. Boisson spoke about the scope of the increase and commented "An increase of $750 is drastic. That increase, if it was spread throughout the entire student body, would have been less drastic because you have a lot more residents who go to the CUNY schools; increase fees just slightly for residents and just a bit more for the foreign students -- the increase would not be that drastic."

The impact on this segment of Baruch's student population will be all the more keenly felt because they are ineligible for financial aid to help them meet the increase. Goldberg said, "Increasing $1500 a year is going to create financial hardship on most of the international students. The students are trying to contemplate what they can do and what kinds of alternatives will be available to them. There is no financial aid for international students. Graduates can get graduate assistantships and undergraduate -- some are working on Baruch's work-study program, but there won't be any tuition assistance for any of the students. They are just preparing for how this will affect them for the spring semester."

According to 1986 figures Baruch is among the top four in enrollment of the CUNY system. When looking at how this increase and its subsequent implications...

LeClerc Resigns Elected President of Hunter College
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LeClerc Resigns

Elected President of Hunter College

Chosen Out of 200 Applicants

New Acting Provost Named

Paul LeClerc, chosen President of Hunter College, has resigned from Baruch. Effective September 1, LeClerc will start his new job as president of Hunter College, creating, according to Baruch president Joel Segall, "He'll probably be here one year," until a search finds a replacement for Paul LeClerc, former Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.

"I'm obviously delighted to come to Baruch," he stated, "One of the great advantages for me is that after four years in the central administration, I have the opportunity to work with the students and faculty of Baruch."

Segall explained that the search will start soon. "In a couple of weeks, we'll start to advertise for the position," he stated. The search committee has not been officially formed yet and applications for the position will be accepted from around the country.

New Acting Provost John McGarraghy
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Centerfold: "Students Dissed"

See Page 4, Column 5
No Vote, You Pay

The foreign students at Baruch College have once again been the victims of an administration that not only fails to meet their needs, but treats them with near contempt. During the last academic year, the inequities of the Foreign Students’ Office were brought to light and in effect, the “management” of the office did not employ even one student aide, as a result, many complaints were lodged against the administration by those students who rightfully felt they were being treated as second-class citizens.

This situation has worsened considerably as the City University Board of Trustees approved a moratorium at a recent meeting that will increase the foreign students’ tuition by $1,500 by Spring 1989. To add insult to injury, the non-resident students in question were not even consulted about the hearing held prior to the meeting where they should have had an opportunity to argue their case. The rationale behind all this? The state government’s budget fell short of what was expected and the losses needed to be made up somehow. The CUNY Board of Trustees decided that the most logical way to make some quick money to compensate for the Governor’s budgeting problems would be to raise the tuition of a group that would be unable to fight back, or better yet, a group that lacked voting power. By making the non-resident students bear the full brunt of the increase, the CUNY Board of Trustees showed about as much collective judgment as if they had required one racial or ethnic group to pay more tuition.

For those who believe that the Board acted in the best interest of the majority of the students by not raising everyone’s tuition, the decision affects every student at Baruch College. Not only does it diminish the reputation of Baruch in the eyes of prospective non-resident students, but it does not indicate a high regard on the part of the administration toward any of Baruch’s students. If the only requirement students must possess to be fairly treated as officers of CUNY is citizenship, therefore indicative of their right to vote, one has to wonder how much respect the administration has for any of Baruch’s students.

The Truth Doesn’t Hurt

The beginning of a new academic year and the printing of our first issue gives us, the editors and staff of The Ticker, a perfect opportunity to reaffirm our mission and responsibilities towards the Baruch community. To paraphrase our constitution, we are dedicated to the fair and unbiased reporting of news about Baruch College and Baruch’s students. All work except typesetting and printing is done by Baruch students. All except for an advertising or business office, commenting on the tuition increase for non-resident students.

Quotation of the Fortnight

"They had to make an increase in someone’s tuition — they chose non-resident’s tuition and I do not think that people realize the impact on international students." — Steven Goldberg, director of the Foreign Students’ Office, commenting on the tuition increase for non-residents.

next issue: Sept 13 closing date for ad copy: Sept 7
sociology, of a sort, without stagnation and planning gone awry without inflexibility and thus without escape. They have low unemployment, low inflation, high growth and a steady flow of new jobs. However, the population is only moderately homogeneous, nationalistic and uniform in appearance, and workers have not always been as well educated as their counterparts. Korea has managed to avoid the pitfalls of many developing countries. In fact, it has not had the same kind of problems that many developing countries have faced, such as political instability, civil war, and economic collapse. The success of Korea's economic policy is due to the government's commitment to free market principles, strong leadership, and a well-educated populace. However, Japan is a country that is beginning to experience some of the problems that Korea is facing. For example, there is a growing gap between the rich and poor, and the country is becoming more divided. The government is also facing criticism for its lack of transparency and accountability. 

The nature of Japan's development has been more gradual and incremental. The country has made steady progress towards economic and political modernization. However, it has been more gradual than Korea's, and there have been fewer dramatic changes. This has led to a more stable and predictable environment. Japan has also been able to maintain a high degree of social cohesion, which has been important for its success. The government has played a major role in this, through its policies of promoting education and training, and creating a strong social safety net. However, as Japan faces new challenges, such as an aging population and a shrinking workforce, it will need to adapt and innovate in order to maintain its position as a global economic leader.

The contrast between Japan and Korea is striking. Japan is a country that has managed to avoid many of the pitfalls of development, while Korea has faced a number of challenges. However, both countries have made significant progress towards their goals, and have demonstrated the importance of a well-planned and coordinated strategy. The success of these countries serves as a model for other developing nations that are seeking to achieve economic and political modernization. The key is to focus on the long-term, to avoid short-term quick fixes, and to create a stable and predictable environment that fosters innovation and growth.
**TRIBUTE TO THE “KING OF SWING”**

**By JERRY TAN**

It was late April evening. The dance of spring unfurled itself like a stirring mural, unfolding before the city itself, creating a feeling, a something you might call a feeling, will have the experience of dancing.

The wind gently brushed the outside walls and pulled them inside. The walls were decorated with a vintage theme, featuring images of musicians and sheet music. The evening was All for One.

There were people, old and young, gathering in the street. Among them was Edith Pessen, who was to observe observation and notice Benny Goodman and his famous swing band.

The band was led by Benny Goodman, a Golden Arriviste, who slipped on the stage to the strains of popular tunes. The audience was captivated by the performance, and the night was alive with music.

The final number of the evening was "Let's Dance," a favorite of the audience. The band ended the show with a final note, and the audience erupted in applause.

The event was a success, and Edith Pessen was moved by the experience of watching the band perform. "One is forever lost by modernity: 'One is the future of tomorrow, the whiteness of the past.'"

**The Ticker**

August 30, 1988

**WE CARE ABOUT YOUR SMILE**

Here’s what members of the Stu-DentPlan are saying about the program:

**The students are very professional and courteous.**

A.C.

**I was amazed at how painless the care was!**

B.T.

**With the high cost of dental treatment, it was a great opportunity for me to save money.**

M.K.

The Stu-Dent Plan, a pre-paid preventive dental program for students, spouses, and dependents.

Offered to you by:

David B. Krisher Dental Center
345 E. 24th Street
New York, NY 10010
(212) 998-9870

**BLOOM COUNTY**

by Berke Breathed

we need more cartoonists, your cosmic strip to 301f

**THE FUNNY FILE**

breast, ant philosopher

NEVER BITE OFF MORE THEN YOU CAN DISOLVE

by Christopher Ward

**LOOKING BACK**

Siamese Years Ago In The Ticker...

Baruch College Island's first edition of The Ticker appeared in 1943, as a 16-page tabloid.

**THE CREDE POST**

The Crede Post

Sienna Baron

“In 1988, the school's board of trustees decided to open the school to the public for a day to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the founding of the school."
Over 1300 Students Inconvenienced for Two Days When Registrar's Computer Went Down

Assistant Registrar Linda Lealder and staff working to fill the two day gap in the registration schedule after the computers went down on August 16 and 17.

Staff member looks on as Registrar explains the procedures.

In the main registration room, students waiting to get their classes on line.

Registrar Thomas P. McCarty in the job. Moving registration before after power failure and hard-ware problems paralyzed the computer on August 16.

By August 17 the second day we were back in target and all classes were open for registration. By 2:30 P.M. on August 17, 19,300 students were registered. The registrar said, "We have no backlog, everything is on target.

Assistant Registrar Linda Lealder and staff working to fill the two day gap in the registration schedule after the computers went down on August 16 and 17. They're looking for the right classes before the lines and the long, long wait.

Registrar Thomas P. McCarty in the job. Moving registration before after power failure and hard-ware problems paralyzed the computer on August 16.

By August 17 the second day we were back in target and all classes were open for registration. By 2:30 P.M. on August 17, 19,300 students were registered. The registrar said, "We have no backlog, everything is on target.

"Yes! Students waiting to get their classes on line.

"Too many people for too little space. Sophomores should also register early."
ARTS

Martin Starkey
Stark's Arts

Ashes to Ashes, Comics to Movies

It started in 1977 with Christopher Reeve and the Superman movies. Arnold S. Schwarzenegger then got into the act with the popular comic strip, <i>Comic Strip Thing</i>. As a Howie the Duck (from <i>LocoLand</i>) and a Master of the Universe, converting comic book heroes into screen versions has been a steady, but economically challenging, business. In the realm of animation only the first two <i>Superman</i> and <i>Spiderman</i> movies did well at the box office. The other comic/movie adaptations were nothing short of multimillion dollar disasters. With all that against the comic book hero movie component, one might easily believe that they set the trend on this avenue and transform it into an economy and appealing force in the competitive movie world. For example, the New World Pictures recently announced that they will spend $150 million in November 1988. Warner Communications has cut the controlling force behind DC Comics for some time now. Because our friendly Hollywood movie companies are now in control of this business, expect it not only to continue but to increase with the great comic book trend begun.

The Big Three
An Explanation

Probably the three "biggies" are <i>Batman</i>, the <i>Punisher</i>, and El <i>Rock</i>! The 518 million big screen adaptation of <i>Batman</i> began rolling August 1989 in the city of Gotham, Moreau, and WIshaw's<br>productions. According to director McTiernan, who admits he's a big fan of comic books, the <i>Rock</i> will definitely be for you. John Travolta is producing the screenplay for the Movieline, on which Travis will probably be in the starring role. By the end of the year, the audience will be able to find the <i>Batman</i> in the <i>Punisher</i> on the streets of Gotham. The <i>Punisher</i> is a very big project for the <i>Batman</i> producers, who have been working on the movie for over a year. The production is expected to be completed in the fall of 1989. The <i>Punisher</i> will be released in 1990, and <i>Batman</i> will hit the big screen in 1991. The <i>Batman</i> movie is expected to be a major hit, and the producers are confident that it will be the biggest success of the year. The <i>Punisher</i> will be a smaller, but still successful, movie. The movie will be released in 1991 and is expected to do well at the box office.

Stark's 10 Best

1. <i>DE AD</i>
2. <i>MIDNIGHT RUN</i>
3. <i>WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT</i>
4. <i>COMING TO AMERICA</i>
5. <i>YOUNG GUNS</i>
6. <i>BIG</i>
7. <i>TUCKER, A Man and his dream</i>
8. <i>RED</i>
9. <i>A FISH CALLED WANDA</i>
10. <i>SCORPION SPROCKETEER</i>

Summertime..... Movietime

In the May 1989 edition of <i>The Ticket</i> you people got an advance look at some of the movies that had come for the publicity of <i>Archangel</i>. Some were good, some were bad, and some made money at the box office. Let's take a look at some of the best, worst, and borderline films of the summer.

Superman V-

No Chrisr Reeve

With this givin us, <i>Casino</i> fans appear to be taking the biggest risk with <i>Superman V</i>. <i>Missilery</i>, head of <i>Superman V</i>, formulaic director Christopher Reeve as Superman and Margot Kidder as Lois Lane, causing to replant them from all the other familiar villains with new blood. The reason being that Colen fests Christopher Reeve is above the air Superman has to be. "I think Superman has to be a hero, not a savior, and all the characters around him would be more realistic. We need something fresh..."

Whether or not this move proves prophetic remains to be seen. But judging from the box office performance of the Superman movies, the move couldn't hurt...or maybe it could.

On The Borderline

1. <i>RAMBO III</i>
2. <i>DIRTY HARRY, The Dead Pool</i>
3. <i>THE PRESIDIO</i>
4. <i>AMERICAN BUSINESS</i>
5. <i>MARRIED TO THE MOB</i>
6. <i>NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 4</i>
7. <i>The Dream Master</i>
8. <i>FRIDAY THE 13th pt. 7</i>
9. <i>LICENSE TO DRIVE</i>
10. <i>FUNNY FARM</i>
11. <i>MONKEY SHINES</i>

In The Works:

<i>SPIDER-MAN</i>, the interesting story from <i>Carson</i> films and scheduled for release early next year, with a Christmas opening date. <i>Cap</i>, <i>Superman</i> is already in pre-production. <i>WOLVERINE</i>, the new X-Men movie, is the story of a Wolverine who has just been killed in battle. <i>Wolverine</i> is the story of a Wolverine who has just been killed in battle and who is searching for someone who killed him. He's a great character to play and is a great role for a young actor to play. <i>Wolverine</i> wins. <i>Wolverine</i> is the story of a Wolverine who has just been killed in battle. He's a great character to play and is a great role for a young actor to play.

Michael Kruse looks over the margins of the photos: "We need something fresh..." Whether or not this move proves prophetic remains to be seen. But judging from the box office performance of the Superman movies, the move couldn't hurt...or maybe it could.
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CARLOS RISGA
GRANT JONES
SUSAN KRUSE
SUSAN N. VAN DEURLEN

University of Virginia, Finance. Studies fluctuating stock and money market trends. Assisted head trader in an investment firm in Chicago. Works with TRDC. Held a number of sales and analysis positions. A strong retirement plan calculator.

University of Virginia, Finance. Studies fluctuating stock and money market trends. Assisted head trader in an investment firm in Chicago. Works with TRDC. Held a number of sales and analysis positions. A strong retirement plan calculator.

UC Santa Cruz, Marine Biology candidate. Assisted on predicting projects for GM. The HP-15C was used to analyze data. Plus time value of money, cash flows and linear regression to analyze budgets and forecasts. HP Solver lets her enter her own formulas and solve for any variable.

University of Michigan, MBA. Assisted on picking projects for GM. The HP-15C was used to analyze data. Plus time value of money, cash flows and linear regression to analyze budgets and forecasts. HP Solver lets her enter her own formulas and solve for any variable.

University of Michigan, MBA. Assisted on picking projects for GM. The HP-15C was used to analyze data. Plus time value of money, cash flows and linear regression to analyze budgets and forecasts. HP Solver lets her enter her own formulas and solve for any variable.

The HP-15C Financial Calculator: Powerful financial analysis. The HP-15C Financial Calculator is the perfect tool for learning about financial concepts: accounts that earn interest, annuities, retirement plans, savings and amortization. It's the only calculator that lets him do both symbolic and numerical calculations.

The HP-28S Scientific Calculator: The HP-28S Scientific Calculator can do it all. With its powerful RPN and algebraic entry modes, it can help you tackle complex scientific and mathematical problems easily.

The HP-12C Financial Calculator: With its powerful RPN and algebraic entry modes, it can help you tackle complex scientific and mathematical problems easily.
Good News! Read The Paper Report (Baruch’s Evening Paper)

Writers, Reporters, Editors Needed
Open House For Interested Staff
Wednesday, September 14th
26th St. Bldg.
Rm 521
6:30-8:30 pm
Call 725-3385 for more information

---

The Compact Disc Player

The introduction of the compact disc market today is actually the culmination of a more than fifteen-year-old technology - at least one major European FM broadcasting system was transmitting digitally around 1953. Here was a way to achieve an audio fidelity that the conventional analog audio carrier could not achieve. If only there was a way to do this on a large scale. Now there is. The first step was recorded digitally, and the second step was the CD. The Compact Disc is a dramatic new improvement in the audio system. It combines the reliability of the vinyl LP with the advantages of digital technology. The CD is a recording medium that provides a new level of audio quality and reliability. The CD is simple, easy to use, and requires no special attention. The CD is manufactured using a number of different types of materials, including plastic and metal. The CD is low in cost, and its popularity continues to grow. It is a revolutionary technology that will change the way we listen to music. The CD is a breakthrough in audio technology. It is a new medium that combines the best of both worlds - the reliability of the LP with the advantages of digital technology. The CD is simple, easy to use, and requires no special attention. The CD is manufactured using a number of different types of materials, including plastic and metal. The CD is low in cost, and its popularity continues to grow. It is a revolutionary technology that will change the way we listen to music. The CD is a breakthrough in audio technology. It is a new medium that combines the best of both worlds - the reliability of the LP with the advantages of digital technology. The CD is simple, easy to use, and requires no special attention. The CD is manufactured using a number of different types of materials, including plastic and metal. The CD is low in cost, and its popularity continues to grow. It is a revolutionary technology that will change the way we listen to music.

---

At The Core Of It All

The Pincelle Of Perfection

Peter Murphy/Love Supreme (RCA Victor)

With its free shipping on all items, Peter Murphy/Love Supreme (RCA Victor) is the perfect gift for any music lover. The album features a range of tracks that will appeal to fans of all genres, from soulful ballads to dancefloor fillers. With its catchy hooks and relatable lyrics, this album is sure to be a hit with fans of Peter Murphy. With its free shipping on all items, Peter Murphy/Love Supreme (RCA Victor) is the perfect gift for any music lover. The album features a range of tracks that will appeal to fans of all genres, from soulful ballads to dancefloor fillers. With its catchy hooks and relatable lyrics, this album is sure to be a hit with fans of Peter Murphy. With its free shipping on all items, Peter Murphy/Love Supreme (RCA Victor) is the perfect gift for any music lover. The album features a range of tracks that will appeal to fans of all genres, from soulful ballads to dancefloor fillers. With its catchy hooks and relatable lyrics, this album is sure to be a hit with fans of Peter Murphy. With its free shipping on all items, Peter Murphy/Love Supreme (RCA Victor) is the perfect gift for any music lover. The album features a range of tracks that will appeal to fans of all genres, from soulful ballads to dancefloor fillers. With its catchy hooks and relatable lyrics, this album is sure to be a hit with fans of Peter Murphy.
GREENWICH HOUSE POTTERY

GREENWICH HOUSE POTTERY ANNOUNCES ANNUAL BAZAAR
GREENWICH HOUSE POTTERY ANNOUNCES ANNUAL BAZAAR

The 24th Annual Bazaar at Greenwich House Pottery will be held on Saturday, November 5, 10:00am-6:00pm, and Sunday, November 6, 10:00am-4:00pm. This event, which is sponsored by the Greenwich House Pottery (GHP) and the New York City Parks Department, is free to the public and open to all. The sale features a wide variety of ceramic and pottery items, as well as other handmade goods. The event will take place at 58 W. 25th St., New York, NY 10010.

The New York Public Library Card

The New York Public Library Card is a "membership ticket" to the largest public library in the world. It grants access to over 8.5 million items, including books, periodicals, audio recordings, CDs, DVDs, and more. The library card is free to all residents of New York City and the surrounding region.

The New York Public Library offers a wide range of services to its members, including access to the world's largest collection of books, periodicals, and audio recordings. Members can also use the library's online resources, including the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and other newspapers and magazines.

Write for Ticker Announcements

The Ticker Announcements are available for free to all New York City residents. The Ticker Announcements are a unique way to reach an audience of over 1 million people per week. The Ticker Announcements are available in print and online, and can be customized to meet the needs of individual clients.

Connect with the Ticker Announcements

For more information about the Ticker Announcements, please contact us at 212-725-7622. We look forward to working with you to promote your business or organization.

TICKER CLASSIFIEDS

Students appreciate the Help.

TICKER CLASSIFIEDS

Part-Time Secretary/Bookkeeper

The Ticker Announcements is seeking a Part-Time Secretary/Bookkeeper to help with the daily operations of the office. The ideal candidate will have strong organizational skills, excellent communication skills, and the ability to work independently.

The Ticker Announcements is a leading provider of newspaper and magazine advertising in New York City. We are seeking a Part-Time Secretary/Bookkeeper to help with the daily operations of the office. The ideal candidate will have strong organizational skills, excellent communication skills, and the ability to work independently.

WANTED: Your Ad

If you want your business to be seen by millions of people every week, then the Ticker Announcements is the place to be. We offer a wide range of advertising options to help you reach your target audience.

For more information about the Ticker Announcements, please contact us at 212-725-7622. We look forward to working with you to promote your business or organization.

Tutoring Position

IF YOU ARE AVAILABLE in the Evening (5:30 - 8:00), can communicate well, are patient, and SKILLED IN ACCOUNTING, contact Chey Alfard in the Baruch Tutorial Center about a tutoring job in accounting.

Contact:

Ms. Alford
18th St. Bldg.
Rm 1302A
505+5963

Students appreciate the Help.
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GET "REAL" BUSINESS EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOL AT The Ticker

WE DO IT ALL: JOURNALISM
SALES
ADVERTISING
ACCOUNTING
MARKETING
PROMOTION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT
AND HAVE "FUN" DOING IT!

CHECK US OUT AT OUR OPEN HOUSE

Rm 301F
STUDENT CENTER

SEPT. 8
1 - 3 pm

725-7622

Refreshments Will Be Served